


Lo-Cart Complete
600-806

Hi-Cart Complete
600-804

Hopper Complete
600-802

Stand Complete
600-800

The TriTech T5 and T7 are designed and manufactured
at our state of the art machining facility in Union, NJ. In-
novations in design utilizing 
high-quality unique materials and efficient 
manufacturing processes result in precision built long-
lasting airless sprayers. We use domestic 
produced high grade aluminum for all exterior parts which
make the unit strong, run cool and the smooth exterior is
easy to keep clean. As part of precision manufacturing
group of companies we use our collective experiences to
source specialized raw materials that will ensure every
part we make is of the highest quality. This means you’ll
get higher performance, less down time and more gallons
sprayed at the end of the year. 

The innovative ideas that make these units 
simple to use and long lasting comes from years of expe-
rience in the spray painting industry coupled with our pre-
cision manufacturing experience. 
Painting is a tough job with many demands on your time
and ability. The TriTech T5 and T7 are built tough to make
sure they will be there when you need them. See pages
4-5 for a detailed explanation of the “TriTech Difference”.

T5 Airless Sprayer
Specifications
Max Pressure 3300 PSI (226 BAR)
Max Tip 0.025
Max GPM 0.62 (2.36 LPM)
Motor HP 1.1 HP
Weight (Stand) 37 lbs (17Kg)

(Lo-Cart) 67 lbs (30Kg)
(Hi-Cart) 67 lbs (30Kg)

  

   

   

Airless Sprayer
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TriTech is PRECISION BUILT



Lo-Cart Complete
600-836

Hopper Complete
600-832

Hi-Cart Complete
600-834

Stand Complete
600-830

If you need more performance try the TriTech T7. The motor is more
powerful and the pump has a longer stroke which supplies 20% more
output then the T5. The T7 is the most powerful pump in its class. At
77lbs (35kg) on a hi cart it will support a 0.027 tip which means you
can spray higher viscosity coatings, like elastomeric exterior smooth
and even some block fillers. In addi-
tional to all the feature and benefits
of the T5, the T7 also has the PMC
Precision Motor Control.  This 
innovative motor controller precisely
matches the motor output to the tip
size you are using. This results in
lower power consumption at higher
pressures giving you the versatility
to work under most any job site 
condition.
At TriTech our objective is to 

design and manufacture the 
longest lasting airless pump.

  

   

   

Airless Sprayer
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T7 Airless Sprayer
Specifications
Max Pressure 3300 PSI (226 BAR)
Max Tip 0.027
Max GPM 0.74 (2.81 LPM)
Motor HP 1.40 HP
Weight (Stand) 47 lbs (21.3Kg)

(Lo-Cart) 77 lbs (35Kg)
(Hi-Cart) 77 lbs (35Kg)



• Electrical components are cooled by heat sink
which utilizes air flow to draw heat away from 
control box.

• Control box and heat sink construction are
made from high grade aluminum.
Unique directed air flow over the
heat sink keeps the motor and all
control components cool for 
increased reliability. The control
box has gasket seals on front
and back plate to keep all 
internal components dry and
clean from contaminants.

Contro l ler
• Variable motor speed control from 0-
1500psi (100bar). 0 dead band at lower pres-
sures for precise application of fine finish type
coatings.

• Microprocessor is programmed to perform at
maximum efficiency for each tip size ensuring
consistent spray pattern at all pressure settings.

• Low speed priming and cleaning extends
service life of the pump manifold.

• Circuit board is designed to withstand real
world conditions and potential irregular voltage
delivery from generators or temporary service
like seen on new construction. All components
in the Controller are “Made in America”.

• High quality potentiometer enables precise
pressure control at all settings.

• Pressure sensing is 
performed by an electronic
pressure transducer.
Proven technology. 

• On off switch has thermal
overload protection also
serves as a circuit breaker
to protect components in
low voltage or power spike
conditions.

• T7 has the PMC Preci-
sion Motor Control.  This
innovative motor controller
precisely matches the
motor output to the tip size you are using. This
results in lower power consumption at higher
pressures giving you the versatility to work
under most any job site condition.

The TriTech Difference         
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FRAMES - Carts and Stand

• Hi-Cart/Lo-Cart are made with heavy walled
steel tubing with Chrome Plating for durability. 

• The semi-pneumatic tires give no flat relia-
bility. 

•  Heavy-duty Stainless Steel Pail Hook on the
Hi-Cart makes easy work of moving the unit
with a 5 gallon pail. 

• Hi and Lo carts are light weight but they are
built to handle toughest job sites. Sprayer and
cart are balanced to make moving the unit
across the job site easy.  

• Stand units are also chrome plated with
heavy walled tubing construction and the bal-
anced design that  makes carrying the unit
easy. Hi-Cart 



TriTech PMDC Electric Motors

• T5 motor produces 1.1 HP and the T7 1.40 HP.

• Motor cover is manufactured from high grade aluminum. 
Aluminum conducts heat away from critical components unlike
plastic which is an insulator and keeps the heat in. Its unique
design promotes efficient use of air flow to optimize horsepower
and extend the service life of the motor.

• Steel cut and precision ground gears transfer the power of
the motor to the pump/filter manifold with high efficiency and
less noise. The synthetic grease used helps to transfer heat ex-
tending bearing and gear life.

• Lifetime warranty on both the T5
and T7 motor and drive-train. Addition-
ally we will replace the motor brushes
if they are worn. The special composite
material used extends the brush life so
it is unlikely you will ever wear them
out.

         Is Precision Manufacturing
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Lo-Cart 

Stand 

Pump /  F i l ter  /  Mani fo ld
• Unique design for inserting the piston while
repacking the pump ensures correct alignment
through both packings.  Slide the piston into the in-
take valve assembly and thread intake valve into
pump manifold. It’s that easy. No hammering re-
quired.

• One Manifold for both the filter and pump sec-
tion. No tubes or hoses needed. Large porting con-
nects the pump to the filter. Easy to clean and
promotes proper drainage to keep filter and pump
manifold clear of debris. 

• Aerospace grade materials are used in the
pump.  No component in the pump manifold will
ever rust. Long duty life of packings, piston rod
and seats. Large ported manifold has unrestricted
material flow and ease of proper maintenance.
Large all stainless steel filter screen with outside in
flow makes maintenance fast and easy. Filter bowl
is hand tight so access requires no tools.

• Pressure relief valve housing is made from high
quality stainless steel and the ball and seat are
made from TriTech proprietary carbide blend for
long duty life and reliability. Positive shut off means
you’re ready to spray. 

• No tools needed to access/remove the suction
set or intake valve assembly. Only 2 bolts need
to remove/attach the fluid manifold to the crank
housing.

Large 
Stainless 

Steel 
Filter

No
component

in the
pump manifold

will ever
rust.
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The T360 is a high quality airless spray gun with many beneficial
features that will prove itself to you every day. From the light-
weight and balanced handle to the comfortable trigger pull and
superior valve-stem design. The T-360 is professional grade.

The T-360 is  made from aircraft quality aluminum forgings and
extrusions for durability and light weight. All other wetted parts
are high quality stainless steel providing exceptional strength
and reliability.

Superior Hose Swivel 
is Standard

The T360 and the T420 both offer Superior design with fewer parts
that means reliable performance and easier maintenance...

Available with
4 Finger &

2 Finger Triggers

The T420 has been designed to work under higher pressure than
other competitive guns for a broader range of applications. The
aircraft quality aluminum alloy one-piece handle, stainless steel
and tungsten carbide valve assembly and hose swivel are all pre-
cision machined for reliable performance. Reliability you can de-
pend on!

Airless Guns

Airless Tips 

4200 PSI (290 BAR)3600 PSI (245 BAR)

Complete with
T93R Contractor
Tip & Guard

... Positive Shut-Off
Shut-off valve is located outside the fluid passages
for reduced friction and longer service life.

...Easy Filter Access
The filter is easily accessed from the handle for
cleaning or replacement. Uses standard 
filters available in three different meshes for all ap-
plications.

... No adjustment - 
Calibrated Spring and Valve Stem
The entire valve stem assembly never needs adjustments
- even when you rebuild it. The trigger spring is located
outside the fluid passages and is calibrated to 
provide the least resistance while assuring a positive
shut-off.

SAFETY GUARD
5000PSI (345BAR)

OR
7500PSI (500BAR)

MAXX 
SERIES

7500 PSI (500 BAR)

CONTRACTOR 
SERIES

5000PSI (345 BAR)

ULTRAFINISH 
SERIES

5000PSI (345BAR)

SHARP LINER 
SERIES

5000PSI (345BAR)

Repair Kit



Accessories -- for reliable performance and easier maintenance. 

T93F  Flat Tips--
Industrial, Standard, Ultra Finish

See our Master Catalog or on-line for complete details on all our parts and accessories.
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Adjustable Angle
Spray Head
260º of rotation

Pole Extensions - Aluminum - 18” to 72”

90º Angle Adapter

Metering Orifice Tip Gasket Cleaning & 
Maintenance

Guage Kit

Airless Fluid Hose

Swivel Connections

Tip Extensions - Aluminum - 6” to 39” -- 5000psi  345 bar

Tip Extensions Stainless Steel - 36” & 60”-- 7000psi  500 bar

ID  Length Pressure
1/8” 3’ 3300 psi  340 bar
1/8” 5’ 3300 psi  340 bar
1/8” 15’ 3300 psi  340 bar
1/8” 25’ 3300 psi  340 bar
3/16” 3’ 3300 psi  340 bar
3/16” 5’ 3300 psi  340 bar
1/4” 5’ 3300 psi  340 bar
1/4” 25’ 3300 psi  340 bar
1/4” 50’ 3300 psi  340 bar
3/8” 50’ 3300 psi  340 bar

See our Airless Spray Equipment Catalog for all our accessories, parts and sizes..



908-378-1080
866-387-4832 (Toll Free within USA)
Fax: 908-378-1659
tritechindustries.com

TriTech Industries, Inc.
610 Rahway Avenue, 
Union, NJ 07083 USA

303-153B 
REV.1214A

TriTech Industries 80,000 SF Manufacturing Center

Over the years there have been other companies who
have produced airless paint sprayers. Although TriTech
is a relatively new company to the airless industry we
are a part of a manufacturing group that has been in
business since 1955. Since then we have made a vari-
ety of parts for many different industries. For example,
components for military helicopters, missiles, super
computers, OEM shock absorbers as well as countless
other industrial, military and aerospace machined
parts. As a part of this manufacturing group TriTech
shares the same pride in manufacturing and can 
produce at a level of precision not seen in this industry
before. To most manufacturing companies there is a
world of difference
in making compo-
nents used in 
missiles or super
computers then
airless paint
sprayers. Not to
us!!! The care and
precision that go
into every part we
make is exactly the
same. It starts with

an innovative product design incorporating the right
material. Then we select the right machining center to
make the part efficiently. Finally the part goes through
rigorous inspection to make sure it is right.TriTech’s
Engineering and Sales Team have been in the airless
industry for over 25 years. Our goal is to couple that
experience with our precision manufacturing group to
produce an airless sprayer that will work for you every
day, year in and year out. That is what we have done.
If you have used our airless tips and guns you already
know we are serious about quality. So when it’s time to
replace that old airless think about TriTech as a qual-
ity driven    American made alternative.

The TriTech Difference is Precision Manufacturing


